LAZY ANGLE SAMPLER
Use with Lazy and Lovin' It book and Lazy Angle ruler.
This sampler is designed to give you a full overview
of working with the Lazy Angle technique. Lazy Angle
Sampler
All blocks are 12 1/2” unfinished
Blocks are listed left to right, top to bottom:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Lazy Star page 16 four 6 1/2” blocks
Sweet Star page 36 four 6 1/2” blocks
Easy Star page 18 nine 4 1/2” blocks
Romp page 31 nine 4 1/2” blocks
Diamonds page 49 nine 4 1/2” blocks
Star Gazer page 50 four 6 1/2” blocks

The sampler blocks are ordered from #1 to #6 and are arranged to
give you a full overview of working with the Lazy Angle technique
They progress from the basic to the more intermediate. We will combine four-patch and nine-patch blocks to make a six-block sampler. If
you like, you can change any of the stars selected to personalize
your quilt.
Finished size approx. 32” x 44”.
All blocks are 12” finished size, 12 1/2” unfinished.
Border is 4 1/2” unfinished width.
Cornerstones are 4 1/2” unfinished size squares.
The yardage requirements are estimates. It’s a good idea to select a feature fabric,
a background fabric and several blenders to give you plenty of flexibility to make
fabric choices as your quilt progresses. In our sample, the feature fabric is used for
the borders and the blenders are used for the star parts.
Supplies:
-Book: Lazy and Lovin’ It
-Lazy Angle ruler
-Matching thread
-Rotary cutter and mat
-Sewing machine
-Basic sewing supplies such as scissors, pins, etc.
Fabrics:
-Border fabric – 3/4 yd. This will be your outer border fabric and will tie the rest of
the quilt together. Choose something to base your quilt on. Use 4 1/2” wide strips
for the outer border.
-Background fabric - 1 1/4 yd.
-Stars - 1 fat quarter light fabric, 1 fat quarter dark fabric, 1 fat quarter each of two
medium fabrics. If you like, add a few more for variety.
-Inner Border fabric (not shown) – 1/4 yd. You may or may not want an inner border. If you do and you know what you
want, get 1/4 yd. Sometimes it’s easier to wait until the blocks are done to see what fabric you need for an inner border.
-Cornerstones - 4 1/2” squares. We’ll have enough from your fat quarter cuts to use as cornerstones.
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